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Introduction

These brand guidelines have been developed and are regularly updated to help our customers, partners,

and other third parties understand how to use the NOCN Group brand assets correctly. 

 

Please use the NOCN Group name, logos, artwork, and other brand features only in accordance with these

guidelines. Any use of NOCN Group brand features contrary to our guidelines is prohibited.



Purpose & Proposition

NOCN Group is a dynamic and ever evolving organisation, with a number of sub-brands falling under the NOCN

Group banner. It is important therefore that its ‘reason for being’ should be kept in mind in all we do, including in our

communication with external audiences. 

Everything we do should be working towards our purpose. 

Our purpose is to be a learning and development organisation of choice, helping

learners to reach their potential and organisations to thrive.

NOCN Group’s headline proposition is to offer learners, training providers, employers and communities in the UK

and internationally a flexible, fully integrated range of quality learning and development products and services that:

‘create opportunities’ for all. NOCN Group helps people from all walks of life achieve their personal and professional

goals, increases economic productivity and social mobility, boosts skills and is at the forefront of the latest in skills

development. 

This is reflected in our current strapline: 

‘Because People Matter’



Brand Narrative

The following brand narrative tells the story about what we do at NOCN Group in a memorable and easy to understand way.

It brings to life the purpose and proposition in the brand’s tone of voice to make communicating what we do to external

audiences simple and consistent across all channels: 

NOCN has been creating opportunities through learning and skills development for over 30 years. We are a market-leading

international Awarding Organisation (AO) and Government-approved End Point Assessment Organisation (EPAO). NOCN Group

includes NOCN, NOCN India Skills Foundation, CSkills Awards, NOCN Job Cards and One Awards.

  

NOCN Group is made up of leading learning and development organisations specialising in areas including the design and delivery

of vocational qualifications, apprenticeship End Point Assessment, Access to Higher Education, construction sector skills and

international education and skills consultancy. As the second largest awarding organisation in the UK construction sector, we are

committed to working for a better future for UK construction and are the “guardians” of the Construction Plant Competence Scheme

(CPCS) transferred to NOCN Job Cards from CITB in 2019 and now the construction industry’s largest plant card scheme. 

We put social ambitions before commercial aims, promoting equality, diversity and inclusion, and focus on increasing productivity

and social mobility for the benefit of all in everything that we do. As a Group, we strive to stay at the forefront of the latest in skills

development globally.



Positioning Statements

NOCN, part of NOCN Group, is a progressive educational charity working across a

number of sectors to offer qualifications, apprenticeships, End Point Assessments,

and consultancy. As a leading International Ofqual-approved Awarding

Organisation and number one independent End Point Assessment Organisation in

England, we serve thousands of training providers and employers with high quality

regulated vocational and technical qualifications and apprenticeships from Entry

Level to Level 7 (Masters), as well as providing educational consultancy services. 

NOCN is at the forefront of vocational skills development and Apprenticeships,

including the introduction of the Apprenticeship Levy in the UK and is the only

awarding body in the UK which specialises in productivity and is focused on

increasing the UK's competitiveness globally.

One Awards, part of educational charity NOCN Group, has been

providing Further Education markets in the UK with Quality Assurance and

Accreditation Services including Access to Higher Education Diplomas,

other regulated qualifications, Functional Skills and apprentice End Point

Assessments, since 1994. We are licensed by the Quality Assurance Agency

for Higher Education (QAA) and are proud of our reputation for

outstanding, flexible customer service. 

As specialists in the FE and HE sectors, we invest our resources in

continuously developing our products and services to support our

customers. We are here to help our customers to deliver outstanding

programmes of learning and inspire achievement and we support

customers throughout from start to finish.

Cskills, part of NOCN, is the construction brand of NOCN, part of NOCN Group.

Through the Cskills brand, NOCN is one of the largest construction sector awarding

and assessment organisations in the UK. Previously part of the Construction Industry

Training Board (CITB) Cskills has years' of experience delivering specialist

construction products and services which are regulated by Ofqual. 

 

Our aim is to support the UK construction sector with high quality learning solutions

to create opportunities, increase productivity, address skill gaps and promote

equality. Our sector expertise and dedicated, personal approach provides Training

Centres with greater flexibility, choice and support when purchasing and managing

their construction skills solutions. We have a wide range of qualifications that will

meet the future skills needs of our customer base, new employers, and Accredited

Centres operating in the construction sector.

India Skills Foundation, part of educational charity NOCN Group, brings the best of

British educational standards to support Indian innovation and skills development.

We work with many partners across the

sub-continent to provide educational and skills related consultancy, accreditation and

certification for qualifications, and endorsements for locally designed training

courses. 

The aim is for Indian managers and professionals to have skills that are recognised

at international standards of excellence to effectively compete in a global market. We

work with a carefully selected group of UK institutions and organisations which are

delivering, or have the capacity to deliver, technical and implementation support for

skills development in India, either on their own or in collaboration with Indian

institutions.

Construction Plant Competence Scheme (CPCS), part of NOCN Job Cards is

the leading skills certification scheme for plant within the UK construction

industry. NOCN Job Cards provide proof that individuals have the required

training and qualifications for the type of work they carry out. Launched in

2003 and has since issued over 300,000 cards across 60 categories of plant

and related occupations, the CPCS Scheme is developed by industry for the

industry.



Brand Architecture

A sub company is a separate Ltd company in its own right

A sub brand is a brand that has been acquired by NOCN

NOCN Group’s sub-companies (NOCN, One Awards, NOCN India Skills

Foundation and NOCN Job Cards) and sub-brands (Cskills, SiteRight and CPCS)

each has its own individual logo and branding.

To clarify the distinction:

 but its original branding is retained

Sub-branding has been retained because it is recognisable to existing

audiences. However, these logos should no longer be used in isolation

without visually representing the affiliation with NOCN Group. This will

help to strengthen both the sub-brands and the Group’s brand and

avoid any confusion or dilution for target audiences.



Logos

NOCN Group

should always be seen as

the ‘parent brand’ which

the sub-brands or

sub-companies sit under:

NOCN Group

NOCN will use its new

round logo at all times

with the ‘Part of NOCN

Group’ strapline.

One Awards

should only use this

version of its logo with the

‘Part of NOCN Group’

strapline and not use its

own logo in isolation.

NOCN India Skills

Foundation 

should use this version of

its logo with ‘ Part of

NOCN’ strapline.

Cskills Awards

should use this version of

its logo with ‘ Part of

NOCN’ strapline.

CPCS

should use this version of

its logo with 'An NOCN

Job Card' strapline



Logos: One Awards Sub Brands

Access to HE

One Awards is an Access Validating Agency,

licensed by QAA (The Quality Assurance Agency

for Higher Education) to accredit the QAA Access

to HE Diploma. Our Diplomas is are one of the

main routes for adults wishing to apply to university

in England, Wales and Northern Ireland.

Training

One Awards Training aims to provide a

comprehensive, high quality, cost-effective training

solution that supports all NOCN Group customers

both internal and external, both in the UK and

internationally, with their continuous professional

development needs.

Quality Mark

The Quality Mark is our formal, certificated

endorsement of the quality of training offered by

an employer or training organisation. This has

been specifically designed to meet the needs of a

wide range of employers and training

organisations that offer their own, customised

training activities

Bespoke Accreditation

One Awards Bespoke Accreditation (sometimes

known as Accredited Units) are credit-based of

assessment, tailor-made to the requirements of the

Centre



Any group level communications or branding (for example an

exhibition stand at an industry conference) should show the

NOCN Group roundel If this includes individual sub-company

and sub-brand logos then these should be shown without any

straplines underneath.

For all regulatory matters, the NOCN logo must be used (as the

official Ofqual-regulated Awarding Organisation), therefore the

'Approved Centre' logo must use the NOCN logo NOT Cskills. 

The ‘Qualified’ logo uses both the NOCN logo and Cskills logo.



Primary Colours

NOCN

BLUE

PANTONE 7463

C100 M62 Y12 K62

R0 G43 B81

HEX 002B50

NOCN

LIGHT BLUE

PANTONE 285

C90 M48 Y0 K0

R0 G118 B190

HEX 0177BF

Secondary Colours

These colours have been chosen to compliment our primary colours and can be featured throughout all communications. Keep layouts simple by using

one secondary colour per layout, unless producing charts, where several colours can be useful. 

The NOCN Group logos must only be used in their original colours, as supplied and specified throughout these guidelines.

They must never be recreated or modified. When reproducing any of the primary or secondary colours through four colour process, always use the

CMYK values listed in these guidelines, rather than the default colour breakdown that your software suggests.

NOCN

TURQUOISE

PANTONE 320

C100 M0 Y30 K2

R0 G167 B184

HEX 0097a7

NOCN

ORANGE

PANTONE 152

C0 M62 Y100 K0

R245 G126 B32

HEX ec6f00

NOCN

YELLOW

PANTONE 7406

C0 M17 Y100 K0

R255 G208 B0

HEX f8b400



Sub-brand colours

CPCS secondary colours needs approval

from the NOCN Group Marketing Team

(marketing@nocn.org.uk).

ONE AWARDS

ORANGE

PANTONE 159 

C0 M64 Y100 K11

R219 G111 B29

HEX DD6F1D

ONE AWARDS

BLUE

PANTONE 3135

C100 M0 Y16 K9

R0 G159 B194

HEX 009EC2

ONE AWARDS

MAGENTA

PANTONE 208

C0 M100 Y22 K36

R166 G0 B81

HEX A60050

CPCS

PURPLE

PANTONE 229

C3 M50 Y0 K64

R89 G46 B92

HEX 592E5C

CPCS

GREEN

PANTONE 2214 

C58 M4 Y0 K58

R45 G104 B108

HEX 2D686C

ONE AWARDS

YELLOW

PANTONE 012

C0 M4 Y100 K0

R 219 G111 B29

HEX FFD700 

ONE AWARDS

PURPLE

PANTONE 266

C79 M90 Y0 K0

R90 G64 B153

HEX 5A4099

ONE AWARDS

GREEN

PANTONE 356

C95 M0 Y100 K27

R0 G133 B83

HEX 007A33

ONE AWARDS

LIGHT GREEN

PANTONE 0103

C0 M3 Y100 K18

R219 G197 B0

HEX B49F29

ONE AWARDS

BLACK

PANTONE 0 

C0 M0 Y0 K100

R0 G0 B0

HEX 000000

ONE AWARDS

LIME GREEN

PANTONE 376

C50 M0 Y100 K0

R141 G198 B63

HEX 84BD00

ONE AWARDS

CORAL RED 

PANTONE 032

C0 M90 Y86 K0

R239 G65 B53

HEX EF4135



All NOCN Group logos allow us to project an instantly recognisable presence wherever they are displayed.

Always reproduce the logos from the original four colour process artwork supplied. Predominantly, the logos should be positioned on either a

white background or the white-out versions should be positioned on an NOCN Blue background.

If required, logos can be positioned on one of NOCN’s secondary colour palette backgrounds (NOCN Turquoise, Orange or Yellow), as

example. Only ever position the logos over a photograph if you can ensure good legibility. A subtle drop shadow may be used over a

photograph if necessary.

Colour variants



An exclusion zone has been created around all of the NOCN Group logos. No other visual

matter such as other logos, text or pictures should encroach upon this area. 

In order for the logos to maintain their strength and clarity they should always remain

uncluttered. The minimum exclusion zone is indicated in red as an example.

The area is created by double the width of the NOCN outer light blue circle.

The logos have been specially created and should not be recreated,

distorted, framed or modified in any way.

Don'ts

DON’T position the logos on an

overly complicated background

DON’T position the logos on the

NOCN Light Blue background

Exclusion zone



The recommended minimum size of the NOCN

Group logos is given for legibility and recognition.

Minimum size

20mm

Miniumum size

40mm

A5 & A4 recommended size

60mm

A3 recommended size

80mm

A2 recommended size



To ensure that all NOCN Group logos are always consistent over a range of different materials, we have specified a

fixed position. The logos should always appear in the top right hand corner of all publications, as illustrated. This helps

to create a uniform for our brand and along with the corporate colours and font, become part of the basic foundation

of our visual identity, allowing creative expression to play it’s own part.

Only in exceptional circumstances can the logos be positioned elsewhere.

Positioning

A5 recommended position A4+ recommended position

10mm

10mm

15mm

15mm



Photography guidelines

Only use images which have been identified and purchased by the marketing department. There is a large library of

stock images which NOCN Group has full permissions and rights to use, contact NOCN Group Marketing Team

(marketing@nocn.org.uk) for access.

Never use images found on Google or other search platforms.

All graphics must be created by the NOCN Group Marketing Team to ensure quality in both content and design

resolution. For example graphics shared on the CPCS social channels and in direct communication to customers can

use more of the secondary colours (purple and green) but when creating branded collateral to cross-sell, the NOCN

Group colours must be the focus.

Graphics



Fonts

Consistent typography is an important element of the NOCN Group brand. The Futura BT font family and the Arial font family

have been selected as the NOCN Group corporate fonts.

Our primary font is the ‘Futura’ font family. It should be used for all titles and body text. If you don’t have a copy of this font you

can use the secondary font ‘Arial’. Do not overcrowd layouts with too many font styles, sizes, weights or colours.

Primary font family Secondary font family 

Futura Light BT

Futura Light Italic BT

Futura Book BT

Futura Book Italic BT

Futura Medium BT

Futura Medium Italic BT
Futura Bold BT

Futura Extra Black BT

Arial
Arial Italic
Arial Bold
Arial Bold Italic
Arial Black



It is suggested that the fonts be used in the following ways:

Titles and subheadings

To create impact, use either Futura Bold BT or Futura Extra Black BT. As a contrast though, Futura Light BT could be used.

Whichever font you choose, keep it consistent throughout the piece you are working on. Colour can also be used to emphasise

a title or subheading, but as with font weights, keep colours on a page to a minimum. Colour can also highlight important

quotes, bullet points and keylines etc...

     

Body copy

Where possible, copy should be in either NOCN Blue, black or white out of a solid colour.

Fonts / Formatting

Bullet points should always be a simple circular dot in a colour from the

NOCN Group colour palette, as shown here.



Important reminders

Always refer to the organisation as NOCN Group in full to maintain brand clarity and consistency and reinforce the 'Group' with existing

stakeholders who may have previously shortened it to just NOCN (now a sub-company of the Group). 

Always use one of the approved versions of the full, undistorted logos with the correct proportions. Only use the exact colours from our

colour palettes, the correct fonts and approved photography. All content created and shared via all channels and in all formats represents

NOCN Group as a brand and should be professionally presented and articulated using this document as a guide.

If you are working on content to be shared with an internal or external audience and are unsure of what wording or branding to use, please

refer to the guidelines above and if you are still unsure, get in touch with the NOCN Group Marketing Team for guidance -

marketing@nocn.org.uk



NOCN Group Acero Building 1 Concourse Way Sheaf Street Sheffield S1 2BJ

Tel 0300 999 1177 Email nocn@nocn.org.uk Web www.nocn.org.uk


